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GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS
Call for nominations for ISEE Vice President/President Elect. The vice president's duties include organizing the
ISEE program for the Eastern Division meetings of the American Philosophical Association. After serving a three
year term, the vice president automatically becomes president of ISEE. Please send nominations (including selfnominations) as soon as possible to anyone on the ISEE nominations committee: Ronnie Hawkins:
liveoak@pegasus.cc.ucf.edu Ned Hettinger (Chair): hettingern@cofc.edu. Alan Holland: a.holland@lancaster.ac.uk.
Christopher Preston: preston@sc.edu. The nominations committee thanks all those who participated in our recent
elections for secretary and treasurer for their service to the society.
Holmes Rolston, III has been named the 2003 recipient of the Templeton Prize for Progress Toward Research or
Discoveries about Spiritual Realities. The prize is 725,000 British pounds, roughly $1.2 million. The Templeton Prize
honors a living person who has shown originality in advancing ideas and institutions that deepen the world's
understanding of God and of spiritual life and service. The Prize has been awarded annually since 1973. Past
recipients include Charles Colson, Billy Graham, Alexander Solzhenitsyn and Mother Teresa. Rolston plans to use all
the prize money to endow a chair in religion and science at his alma mater, Davidson College in North Carolina. The
official award ceremony will be in Buckingham Palace, May 7.
Now available to order: Genetic Engineering and the Intrinsic Value and Integrity of Animals and Plants -Proceedings of a Workshop at the Royal Botanic Garden, Edinburgh, UK. 18-21 September 2002. Edited by David
Heaf & Johannes Wirz. Published by Ifgene - International Forum for Genetic Engineering,, December 2002. ISBN:
0-9541035-1-3. Includes papers by Holmes Rolston, Donald Bruce, Henk Verhoog, and many others. Details for
ordering: http://www.anth.org/ifgene/2002.htm. Email enquiries: to David Heaf at 101622.2773@compuserve.com.
Oxford Declaration on Global Warming. Climate scientists and Christian leaders call for action. Some 70 climate
scientists, policy-makers, and Christian leaders from six continents gathered for "Climate Forum 2002" in Oxford,
England, St. Anne's College, to address the growing crisis of human-induced climate change. The Forum
recognized the reality and urgency of the problem, which particularly affects the world's poorest peoples and the very
fabric of the biosphere. The Forum also recognized that the Christian community has a special obligation to provide
moral leadership and an example of caring service to people and to all God's Creation. The Forum produced a
statement declaring how human-induced climate change is an ethical and a religious problem. The Forum was
sponsored by the John Ray Initiative (U.K.) and the AuSable Institute of Environmental Studies (U.S.). Website:
http://climateforum2002.org
The Taiwan Christian Ecological Center, Taipei, produces a number of educational materials on environmental
ethics, sustainable development, and Christian stewardship of creation. Recent materials interpret the proposed
Earth Charter for Taiwan, and the Center was involved in the 2001 Asia Pacific Earth Charter conference in
Brisbane, Australia. Another publication is on "Natural Aesthetics." The group sponsored the translation into
Chinese of Dieter T. Hessel's After Nature's Revolt: Eco-justice and Theology (originally Fortress Press, 1992).
Contact: Nancy Tzu-Mei Chen, Secretary General, 1F. # 3, Lane 269, Roosevelt Road Section 3, 106 Taipei,
Taiwan. E-mail: tctcenvr@ms6.hinet.net. Fax 886-2-23699885.
New Delhi Climate Change Convention. About 5,000 representatives from over 170 countries and NGO's
attended the 8th United Nations "Conference of the Parties: (COP) for the Framework Convention on Climate
Change," October 23-November 1, 2002. Among other events, the World Council of Churches presented "A Call to
Action in Solidarity with Those Most Affected by Climate Change." The presenter (and a contact) was William
Somplatsky-Jarman, Environmental Justice Office, Presbyterian Church, U.S.A., Louisville, KY.
E-mail:
BillSJ@ctr.pcusa.org.
Skeptical Environmentalist labeled dishonest. A Danish panel has judged Bjorn Lomborg's The Skeptical
Environmentalist to be "scientifically dishonest." The Danish Research Agency's Committee on Scientific Dishonesty
received numerous complaints and as a result mounted a six month investigation of the book. It concluded that
Lomborg was not deliberately deceptive but that he was guilty of "systematic one-sidedness." "Lomborg is highly
selective in his use of references in practically every field he covers. This is not in accord with scientific standards."

The committee chair was Hans Henrik Brydensholdt, a high-court judge. One commentator said: it's "an unusually
hard ruling by a committee known for being immensely difficult to convince of any wrongdoing." See "Skeptical
Environmentalist Labeled `Dishonest'," Science 299 (1/17 /03):326.

OPPORTUNITIES
Director/Professor, The University of Maryland, Baltimore County is seeking a distinguished environmental
scholar/administrator to become Director of The Center for Urban Environmental Research and Education (CUERE).
Founded with a grant from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, CUERE has an active funded interdisciplinary
research program focused on the economic, social and environmental consequences of the transformation of the
urban and suburban landscape. Review of applications will begin March 1, 2003 and continue until the position has
been filled. Further information from Andrew J. Miller (miller@umbc.edu).

CONFERENCES AND CALLS FOR PAPERS
Globalization and the Environment will be the theme of the Western Canadian Philosophical Association Annual
Meeting. Keynote speaker will be Vandana Shiva. University of Lethbridge, October 24th, 25th & 26th, 2003.See
http://www.uleth.ca/phl/wcpa/wcpacallforpapers2003.htm.
ISEE Group Sessions. Proposals are invited for individual papers or group sessions for the APA Western, Central
and Eastern Division meetings. For the Western, contact ISEE treasurer Lisa Newton, lhnewton@fair1.fairfield.edu.
For the Central, contact ISEE secretary Paul Thompson, pault@purdue.edu. For the Eastern, contact ISEE VicePresident Dale Jamieson, djamieso@carleton.edu. Jamiesen is particularly interested in papers or proposals on the
relations between science and environmentalism, and religion and environmentalism Snail mail addresses and
telephone numbers at the end of the newsletter. The deadline for proposals is September 1 for the Western and
Central, April 1 for the Eastern.
The Fourteenth North American Interdisciplinary Conference on Environment and Community, will be held
February 19-21, 2004 in Saratoga Springs, NY. The conference, sponsored this year by Empire State College
(SUNY), will gather scholars (representing such fields as biology, education, economics, geology, history, literary
studies, philosophy and psychology), artists, natural resource managers, environmental activists, farmers, foresters,
rural dwellers and city dwellers, managers, government officials and recreational wilderness users. The conference
will feature internationally renowned speakers, roundtable discussions, workshops, readings and traditional paper
panels on a broad variety of topics and themes. A formal call for papers will be announced in fall 2003. Meanwhile
for more information contact: Professor Wayne Ouderkirk. Phone: 518 255-5320. Empire State College, Cobleskill,
NY 12043. E-mail: Wayne.Ouderkirk@esc.edu.
Sylvia Washington has learned that an environmental justice and health grant that she had written on behalf of the
largest and oldest black Catholic lay organization (the Knights of Peter Claver, Inc.) received funding from the United
States Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB)' Environmental Justice Office. This was the first time in the history
of the USCCB that they funded a grant project of this kind and its largest grant in 10 years. Washington would like to
form a panel or roundtable on Environmental Justice and Public History panel for the American Society for
Environmental History in 2004 to discuss the intersections between environmental justice and public history, and to
discuss how the documentation of memory and culture of socially and racially marginalized people is critical in the
development of future equitable environmental policies and environmental planning efforts. If you are interested in
participating on the panel or in the roundtable, contact Professor Washington at s-washington4@northwestern.edu.
Nature, Science, Technology & Religion: Our New Bioethical Issues - An International Dialogue, will take place in
Chennai (formerly Madras) , India 25-29, November, 2003. Due to rapid strides in science and technology,
humanity is facing new challenges. Our aim is to provide a common ground for diverse people from different
background to face the challenges of the ethical, legal and social implications that arise due to science and
technological advances, besides identifying common areas for fruitful cooperation in these areas of common interest.
These include, Bioethics, Medical Ethics, Issues in Globalization, Genetic engineering, and Nature and Religion. For
more information, contact Professor Jayapaul Azariah, President, All India Bioethics Association, New No. 4, 8th
Lane, Indiranagar. Chennai 600 020. India
Ph. 91 44 2441 2105. Phone: 91-44-24412105. Email: jazariah@yahoo.com. Or see the website at:
http://www.angelfire.com/indie/naturemeet.
The 150th Anniversary of Walden’s Publication is coming up in 2004. Shouldn’t we do something about it? A
number of philosophers are currently considering organizing sessions on Walden and/or Henry David Thoreau’s
philosophy for next year’s APA divisional meetings. These could be APA main program or ISEE sessions. If you
are interested in contributing, contact Philip Cafaro at cafaro@lamar.colostate.edu.
ETHICS & THE ENVIRONMENT provides an interdisciplinary forum for theoretical and practical articles,

discussions, and book reviews in the broad area encompassed by environmental philosophy. Possible topics include
conceptual approaches in ecological philosophy, such as ecological feminism and deep ecology, as they apply to
issues such as cloning, genetically modified organisms, new reproductive technology, war and militarism,
environmental education and management, ecological economics, and ecosystem health. We encourage
submissions offering new and imaginative conceptions of what counts as an “environmental issue.”
Manuscripts may be submitted at any time to the Editor. Please send three copies, one without the author’s name,
for anonymous reviewing. For matters of style, consult The Chicago Manual of Style. Upon acceptance an abstract of
100 words or less and a computer disk in WordPerfect will be required. Manuscripts will not be returned. Send
submissions to: Victoria Davion, Editor, Department of Philosophy, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602-1627.
Inquiries to: mfreer@arches.uga.edu.
The Institute for Environment, Philosophy and Public Policy, with support from the Forum for European
Philosophy, will hold a one day conference on “The Question of Nature in Modern European Philosophy,” Saturday
17th May 2003. Speakers include Howard Caygill (Goldsmiths College), Robin Durie (Staffordshire University), David
Cooper (University of Durham) and Mick Smith (University of Dundee Abertay). For further information or to register
please contact the organiser, Dr Alison Stone, Centre for Philosophy, Furness College, Lancaster University,
Lancaster LA1 4YG (a.stone@lancaster.ac.uk>).
The Society for Philosophy and Technology will hold its13th meeting July 7, 8 and 9, 2003 in Park City, Utah. The
conference theme is "Technology and Global Society," and will feature three invited plenary speakers in addition to
this year’s Presidential Address from Andrew Light:: Bernard Rollin, Rachelle Hollander and Sheila Slaughter Further
information is available in the SPT Newsletter on the SPT website: http://www.spt.org>.
Symposium on the Ethical and Social Dimensions of Landscape Restoration. April 25-26, 2003. University of
Vermont, Burlington, Vermont. Landscape (or ecological) restoration is an emerging discipline that seeks to develop
means to assist in the recovery of ecosystems that have been degraded, damaged or destroyed by human action.
Aside from the expected interests of ecologists and other natural scientists, the discipline has attracted considerable
attention from philosophers, historians, artists, and social scientists. Speakers will include John Elder, the Stewart
Professor of English and Environmental Studies at Middlebury College, and Eric Higgs, Director of the School of
Environmental Studies at the University of Victoria and Chair of the Society for
Ecological Restoration International.
Terra Nova Books are anthologies that encourage innovative writing and art on nature and culture, presented in a
serious and engaging way. They are currently seeking contributions for a new book on GLOBALIZATION, as a
cultural and artistic force. The editors view globalization as more than the global integration of markets and economic
systems. It_s a question of culture as well. They want pieces that creatively examine the environmental, cultural,
and artistic, impact of the increasing interconnectedness of people, cultures, and ideas in a more immediate way
than in any previous time in history. As with previous Terra Nova books, this one will favor creative writing, not
analytic responses to the issue, although we welcome critical analyses if they are well-written and literary in
approach. Submissions should be rigorous but comprehensible, written for the generalist rather than the academic.
For prose, they want pieces between 3,000-6,000 words with as few footnotes, citations, and references as possible.
Submissions due: July 1, 2003. Expected publication date: Spring 2005

THE OTHER WAR
While the media and the general public have been focused on preparations and then war with Iraq, the Bush
administration has quietly gone about a multi-front effort to gut US environmental protections. Here are some
highlights from the past 9 months (source: “On Environmental Rules, Bush Sees Balance, Critics See Threat,” New
York Times 2/23/03):
* National Environmental Protection Act. July 9, 2002.
Administration announces plans to “streamline” environmental review procedures under this key national
environmental law.
* Forestry. August 22, 2002.
Administration announces it will exempt millions of acres of national forest from environmental review to speed up
projects aimed at reducing fire risk. Logging companies would be allowed to cut large trees.
* Snowmobiles. November 12, 2002.
The administration delays a Clinton-era initiative that would eventually have banned snowmobiles from Yellowstone
and Grand Teton National Parks. Subsequently announces plans to increase the numbers allowed in these parks.

* Clear Air. November 22, 2002.
Administration issues regulations changing the Clean Air Act requirement that the oldest and dirtiest power plants
and refineries install modern pollution controls whenever they make major repairs.
* Wetlands Development. January 10, 2003.
Administration announces a review of its regulation of isolated wetlands, those not connected to other bodies of
water. Subsequently announces that such wetlands will not be protected under the Clean Water Act, the first major
weakening of the act since it was passed 30 years ago.

* Banned Pesticide. February 1, 2003.
Administration says it will help companies seek exemptions to a worldwide ban on methyl bromide, a pesticide that
damages the ozone layer.
Across the board, the Bush administration's war on the environment continues. Organizations such as the Natural
Resources Defense Council (www.nrdc.org), the Wilderness Society(www.wilderness.org), and the National
Audubon Society (www.audubon.org) have done a good job of tracking and summarizing this anti-environmental
onslaught. They are good resources, for teaching our students about this ongoing war.
RECENT ARTICLES AND BOOKS
The ISEE Bibliography has been updated through 2002 (the annual update) and is available on website:
<http://www.cep.unt.edu/ISEE.html>. There are over 12,000 entries. Bibliography searches can be e-mailed to your
local address. Entries during 2003 are in the quarterly newsletters, as below, and also available on the website as
issued. These will be merged and incorporated into the main website bibliography February 2004. Instructors are
encouraged to show their students how to access the bibliography, preferably on-line in class.
Thanks to Chris Drinkwater, UK, for help editing entries for the bibliography (just before he took off for a week
climbing wintry Scottish mountains).
--Agyeman, J, "Constructing Environmental (in)Justice: Transatlantic Tales," Environmental Politics 11(no.3, 2002):
31-53.
--Alcock, F, "Bargaining, Uncertainty, and Property Rights in Fisheries," World Politics 54(no.4, 2002): 437-461.
--Allmendinger, P, "National-level Planning in Democratic Countries: an International Comparison of City and
Regional Policy Making," Land Use Policy 19(no.3, 2002): 269.
--Angell, Linda C. Review of Frank G.A. de Bakker, "Product Oriented Environmental Management", Organization
and Environment, 15, (No. 4, 2002): 507-510. Angell is a senior lecturer in operations management at Victoria
Management School in Wellington, New Zealand.
--Araujo, MB, "Biodiversity Hotspots and Zones of Ecological Transition," Conservation Biology 16(no.6, 2002): 16621663.
--Aron, W; Burke, W; Freeman, M, "Scientists versus Whaling: Science, Advocacy, and Errors of Judgment,"
Bioscience 52(no.12, 2002): 1137-1140.
--Bacevich, AJ, "Culture, Globalization, and U.S. Foreign Policy," World Policy Journal 19(no.3, 2002): 77-82.
--Bandara, R; Tisdell, C, "Asian Elephants as Agricultural Pests: Economics of Control and Compensation in Sri
Lanka," Natural Resources Journal 42(no.3, 2002): 491-520.
--Bayon, R, "More Than Hot Air: Market Solutions to Global Warming," World Policy Journal 19(no.3, 2002): 60-68.
--Beger, M; Jones, GP; Munday, PL, "Conservation of coral reef biodiversity: a comparison of reserve selection
procedures for corals and fishes," Biological Conservation 111(no.1, 2003): 53-62.
--Belanger, L; Grenier, M, "Agriculture intensification and forest fragmentation in the St. Lawrence valley, Quebec,
Canada," Landscape Ecology 17(no.6, 2002): 495-507.
--Bell, D; Gray, T, "The Ambiguous Role of the Environment Agency in England and Wales," Environmental Politics
11(no.3, 2002): 76-98.

--Benda, LE; Poff, NL; Tague, C; Palmer, MA; Pizzuto, J; Cooper, S; Stanley, E; Moglen, G, "How to Avoid Train
Wrecks When Using Science in Environmental Problem Solving," Bioscience 52(no.12, 2002)
-Bertollo, P, "Landscape Evolution and Health in Northeastern Italy: A Multi-Dimensional Methodological Approach,"
Environments 30(no.2, 2002): 63-78.
--Biodiversity Project, The, Ethics for a Small Planet: A Communications Handbook on the Ethical and Theological
Reasons for Protecting Biodiversity .
Madison, WI: The Biodiversity Project, 2002. ISBN 0-615-12258-2.
(Biodiversity Project, 214 N. Henry Street, Suite 201, Madison, WI 53703.
608/250-9876. Website:
www.biodiversityproject.org. A handbook for study groups, conservation organizations, churches. Short, summary
articles by such authors as Jane Elder, Bob Perschel, Peter W. Bakken, Marian Farrior, Michael P. Nelson, Robb
Cowrie, Daniel Swartz, Peter Forbes, Dieter T. Hessel, and others. Ways to value nature, environmental ethics,
future generations, biodiversity, land ethics, the wise use movement, using media, anti-conservation myths,
environmental justice, and others. Resources.
--Birdsall, Nancy, Kelley, Allen C., and Sinding, Steven W., eds., Population Matters: Demographic Change,
Economic Growth, and Poverty in the Developing World. New York: Oxford University Press, 2001. Rapid
population growth hinders economic development (the Malthusian claim), contrary to the recently rather more
popular claim that increasing numbers with increasing technology increases the productivity base. Rapid population
growth is generally adverse to economic development. But a number of nations have managed to escape the
demography-poverty trap. The anthology contains relatively little on linkages between population and environmental
degradation, and little on the politics of family planning, particularly assistance from the United States, which is lately
under siege. Reviewed by Jeffrey D. Sachs, "Rapid Population Growth Saps Development," Science 297(19 July
2002):341.
--Blumler, MA, "Review of: F. W. M. Vera, Grazing Ecology and Forest History," Environmental History 7(no.4, 2002):
687-688.
--BoehmerChristiansen, S, "Science, Equity, and the War against Carbon," Science Technology and Human Values
28(no.1, 2003): 69-92.
--Borthwick, Bruce, "Disappearing Act: Why is the Dead Sea Dying," Christian Century 120 (no. 3, February 8,
2003):20-21. The Sea of Galilee, the Jordan River, and the Dead Sea are all threatened by increasing water
withdrawals and increasing pollution, mostly by Israel but also by Jordan. The Dead Sea has reached its lowest level
on record, repeatedly falling lower than the ever lowering "red lines," levels at which upstream water extraction
should stop. The flow in and from the Jordan River since the 1960's has dropped 90 percent, and what does flow is
almost sewage. In the 1850's, the mouth of the Jordan was 180 yards wide and three feet deep. Now it is a few
meters wide, more a creek than a river. Plant and wildlife in and around the lake, the river, and the sea are
adversely affected (the Dead Sea had no fish in it, but otherwise was not "dead"). There is much Israel and Jordan
could do co-operatively, and initiatives were once underway, but have stalled in the present tensions.
--Braun, Bruce, and Castree, Noel, ed., Remaking Reality: Nature at the Millennium. London: Routledge, 1998. The
construction of nature and the nature of construction, analytical and political tools for building survivable futures.
Science, social constructivism, and nature.
--Brulle, RJ, "Habermas and Green Political Thought: Two Roads Converging," Environmental Politics 11(no.4,
2002): 1-20.
--Brulle, Robert J. Review of Ingolfur Bluhdorn, "Post-Ecologist Politics: Social Theory and the Abdication of the
Ecologist Paradigm", Organization and Environment, 15, (No. 4, 2002): 493-498. Brulle is an assistant professor of
environmental policy at Drexel University, Philadelphia.
--Brusca, RC, "Review of: Desert Ecology: An Introduction to Life in the Arid Southwest by John Sowell," Natural
Resources Journal 42(no.3, 2002): 686-687.
--Budd, Malcolm, The Aesthetic Appreciation of Nature.
University College, London.

Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003.

Budd is at

--Bugallo, Alicia Irene, ¿Antropocentrismo débil en las nuevas prácticas de conservación? ('Weak Anthropocentrism
in New Conservation Practices?'. Acts of the "I Ibero-American Congress on Ethics and Political Philosophy" Alcalá
de Henares, 16-20 September 2002, Spain. CD-ROM forthcoming. In Spanish.) Following Norton's idea of weak
anthropocentrism, referred to by other authors as wise or humble anthropocentrism, the article describes the
evolution of a conflict in the Argentinian part of the Yunga's Forest

system, caused by the construction of a gas duct. The conflict includes several agents, namely the native
communities, private companies, governmental and no governemental entities. Bugallo stresses the recent approval
by the UNESCO of a Biosphere Reserve in the area, after the proposal made by a scientific team.
--Cahn, Steven M., ed., Philosophy for the 21st Century. New York: Oxford Unviersity Press, 2003. Environmental
philosophy creeps into philosophy for the new century with four selections on ethical duties toward animals. Kant:
"Why We Have No Obligations to Animals." Robert Nozick: "Constraints and Animals." James Rachels, "The Moral
Argument for Vegetarianism." Tibor R. Machan, "Do Animals Have Rights?"
--Carmin, JoAnn & Balser, Deborah B., "Selecting Repertoires of Action in Environmental Movement Organizations:
An Interpretive Approach". Organization and Environment, 15, (No. 4, 2002): 365-88. Environmental Movement
Organizations (EMOs) with similar goals frequently deploy different tactics and strategies to advance their agendas.
This article uses an interpretive perspective to examine the factors influencing EMO selection of a repertoire of
action. Building on concepts from organization and social movement theories, and relying on interview and archival
data from Friends of the Earth and Greenpeace, this study suggests that experience, core values and beliefs,
environmental philosophy and political ideology work together to create distinct organizational interpretations of the
political environment, efficacy of action, acceptability of tactics, significance of an issue, and source of the problem.
These interpretations combine to shape EMO determinations of what types of action will be most appropriate and
effective. Although structural factors influence the decisions that are made within EMOs, organizations also rely on
interpretive processes in their selection of a repertoire of action. Carmin is an assistant professor in the Department
of Urban Affairs and Planning at Virginia Tech. Balser holds an assistant professor post with a joint appointment in
the College of Business Administration and the Public Policy Administration programs at the University of MissouriSt. Louis.
--Caro, TM; Stoner, CJ, "The potential for interspecific competition among African carnivores," Biological
Conservation 110(no.1, 2003): 67-75.
--Centner, TJ, "Agricultural nuisances: qualifying legislative "right-to-farm" protection through qualifying management
practices," Land Use Policy 19(no.3, 2002): 259-267.
--Christie, I, "Sustainability and Spiritual Renewal: the Challenge of Creating a Politics of Reverence," Conservation
Biology 16(no.6, 2002): 1466-1468.
--Clark, Brett., "The Indigenous Environmental Movement in the United States: Transcending Borders in Struggles
Against Mining, Manufacturing, and the Capitalist State". Organization and Environment, 15, (No. 4, 2002): 410-442.
Sociqal Movement theory emphasizes the importance of resource mobilization and the strategic political processes
of struggles within a society. This critical essay argues that although it yields useful insights into the dynamics
involved in a struggle, social movement theory ultimately is too narrow to grapple with all social struggles. The
indigenous environmental movement breaks the mould, revealing unconsidered historical forces and variables
involved in social struggles. The economic dynamics of capitalism and the history of internal colonialism must be
incorporated into an account of the evolution of the indigenous environmental movement. Struggles over treaty rights
and sovereignty are unique to the Native population, making their movement one of the most powerful and effective
groups for protecting the environment. Although the indigenous environmental movement is connected to other
environmental movements, the Native struggle remains fundamentally grounded in a challenge to the whole of
society, as presently constituted, as they fight for the survival of their nations and ways of life. Brett Clark is a
sociology doctoral student at the University of Oregon with research interests in ecology, political economy and
imperialism.
--Clark, JA; Hoekstra, JM; Boersma, PD; Kareiva, P, "Improving U.S Endangered Species Act Recovery Plans: Key
Findings and Recommendations of the SCB Recovery Plan Project," Conservation Biology 16(no.6, 2002): 15101519.
--Coglianese, C; Nash, J, "Policy Options For Improving Environmental Management In The Private Sector,"
Environment 44(no.9, 2002): 10-23.
--Cohen, MJ, "Review of: Humphrey, Craig, Tammy L. Lewis, and Frederick H. Buttel. Environment, Energy, and
Society: A New Synthesis," Society and Natural Resources 16(no.1, 2003): 83-86.
--Coles, T, "Tourism, Recreation and Sustainability: Linking Culture and the Environment," Land Use Policy 19(no.3,
2002): 269-271.
--Comstock, Gary, L., ed., Life Science Ethics. Ames, Iowa: Iowa State Press, 2002. Part 1. Ethical Reasoning.
Part 2. Life Science Ethics. Environment (Lily-Marlene Russow). Food (Hugh LaFollette and Larry May). Animals
(Gary Varner). Land (Paul Thompson). Biotechnology (Fred Gifford). Farms (Charles Taliaferro). Part 3. Case

Studies. Rare plants, marine mammals. Infant deaths in developing countries. Edible antibiotics in food crops.
Veterinary euthanasia. Hybrid corn. Golden rice. Organ transplantation. Magnanimous Iowans. Comstock
formerly in philosophy, Iowa State University, is now Director, Ethics Program, and professor of philosophy, North
Carolina State University.
--Connelly, J, "Review of: Christopher Belshaw, Environmental Philosophy: Reason, Nature and Human Concern,"
Environmental Politics 11(no.4, 2002): 131.
--Cooter, Robert D., Fikentscher, Wolfgang, "Indian Common Law: The Role of Custom in American Indian Tribal
Courts," American Journal of Comparative Law 46 (1998):287-237, Part I, and 509-580, Part II. American Indian
ideas about who owns land, care for and neglect of land, reversion, inheritance, environment, examples from
Apaches, Hopis, and many others, as these are reflected in tribal courts. Cooter is in law, University of California,
Berkeley. Fikentscher is in law, University of Munich.
--Cope, DR; Pettifor, RA; Griffin, LR; MarcusRowcliffe, J, "Integrating farming and wildlife conservation: the Barnacle
Goose Management Scheme," Biological Conservation 110(no.1, 2003): 113-122.
--CorberaElizalde, E, "Review of: Axel Michaelowa and Michael Dutschke (eds.), Climate Policy and Development:
Flexible Instruments and Developing Countries," Environmental Politics 11(no.4, 2002): 140.
--Cowie, RH; Robinson, AC, "The decline of native Pacific island faunas: changes in status of the land snails of
Samoa through the 20th century," Biological Conservation 110(no.1, 2003): 55-65.
--Crist, Eileen, Images of Animals: Anthropomorphism and the Animal Mind. Philadelphia: Temple University Press,
1999.
--Czech, B, "A Transdisciplinary Approach to Conservation Land Acquisition," Conservation Biology 16(no.6, 2002):
1488-1497.
--Damon, FH, "Review of: Tim Flannery, The Eternal Frontier: An Ecological History of North America and Its
Peoples," Environmental History 7(no.4, 2002): 695.
--Dandy, N, "Review of: Robert A. Fimbel, Alejandro Grajal and John G. Robinson (eds.), The Cutting Edge:
Conserving Wildlife in the Logged Tropical Forests," Environmental Politics 11(no.4, 2002): 145.
--Davis, Ann. Review of Peter G. Brown, "Ethics, Economics and International Relations: Transparent Sovereignty in
the Commonwealth of Life", Organization and Environment, 15, (No. 4, 2002): 498-501. Davis is a member of the
economics faculty at Marist College.
--Degrazia, David, Animal Rights: A Very Short Introduction. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002. 144 pages.
Models for the understanding of animals' moral status and rights, considering their mental lives and welfare. How we
should treat animals in our diet, in zoos, in research. Degrazia is at George Washington University, Washington, DC.
--DeLopez, TT, "Natural Resource Exploitation in Cambodia: An Examination of Use, Appropriation, and Exclusion,"
Journal of Environment and Development 11(no.4, 2002): 355-379.
--Demeritt, D, "What is the `social construction of nature'? A typology and sympathetic critique," Progress in Human
Geography 26(no.6, 2002): 767-790.
--Dobson, A, "Review of: Ben A. Minteer and Bob Pepperman Taylor (eds.), Democracy and the Claims of Nature:
Critical Perspectives for a New Century," Environmental Politics 11(no.4, 2002): 150.
--Douthwaite, Julia V., The Wild Girl, Natural Man, and the Monster: Dangerous Experiments in the Age of
Enlightenment. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2002. Questions of gender, the wild, the civilized, nature and
society, body and mind, will and morality, human perfectibility.
--Dupré, John, Humans and Other Animals. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002. The ways in which we
characterize animals, including humans. It is a mistake to think that each organism has an essence that determines
its necessary place in a unique hierarchy. We should reject the misguided concepts of a universal human nature and
normality in human behavior. We must take a pluralistic view of biology and of human life. Dupré is at the University
of Exeter, UK.
--E/Environmental Magazine, Special Issue, "Can Religion Save the Environment?", vol. 13, no. 6, Nov./Dec. 2002.
Articles by Jim Motavalli, John Grim, Paul Gorman, Mary Evelyn Tucker.

--Egan, Michael., "The Social Significance of the Environmental Crisis: Barry Commoner's `The Closing Circle'".
Organization and Environment, 15, (No. 4, 2002): 443-457. The author argues that Barry Commoner's "The Closing
Circle" has retained its immediate relevance better than any comparable environmental volume from the 1960s or
1970s due to Commoner's ability to articulate the social ramifications of environmental decline. This close reading of
"The Closing Circle" proposes to situate Commoner's most important book in its social and historical context, paying
particular attention to Commoner's four laws of ecology and to his role in changing the fight for the environment from
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ISSUES
Protests over primate lab at Cambridge. Cambridge University plans a $ 36 million neuroscience center bringing
all the university's primate research under one roof. But there has been much protest and a final decision is still
pending. See Page, Kerri, "Inquiry Turns into OK Corral for U.K. Primate Research," Science 298(6 December
2002):1862-1863.
India is adopting a biodiversity protection law that regulates foreign access to, and use of, the nation's
biodiversity and of indigenous knowledge. The new rules would require any foreign entity to get permits from India's
environment ministry before working with biological resources. The ministry would also assign ownership rights to
any related intellectual property. Indian citizens must obtain permission to transfer materials or knowledge to foreign
partners. Short story in Science 298(6 December 2003):1865.
Canada refuses to recognize patent on OncoMouse. After seventeen years of quest by Harvard University, the
Canadian Supreme Court refused to grant patent permission on the OncoMouse, though some of the processes by
which the animal is engineered may be patentable. Writing for the narrow majority, Justice Michel Bastarache made
a philosophical argument for the ruling, which stands in contrast to that in seventeen other countries: "A complex life
form such as a mouse or a chimpanzee cannot easily be characterized as `something made by the hands of man'."
See Kondro, Wayne, "Canadian High Court Rejects OncoMouse," Science 298(13 December 2002):2112-2113.
Ancient frozen microbes in Antarctica. In ice that has sealed a salty Antarctic lake for more than 2,800 years,
scientists have found frozen bacteria and algae that returned to life after thawing. The bacteria and algae were
found in Lake Vida, a three square mile body in the McMurdo Dry Valleys. The lake itself has quite salty liquid water,
and drilling will not continue through to the lake until 2004. http://www.antarcticconnection.
CITES protects mahogany, sea horses, but elephants? In November, government representatives and
conservationists from 160 nations met in Santiago, Chile, as part of the U.N. Convention on International Trade in
Endangered Species (CITES). Sea horses were given protected status, as was bigleaf mahogany (a favored timber
species). But the ivory trade ban, in effect since 1989, was eased, at least temporarily. There is to be a one-time
sale of elephant ivory, with profits to increase monitoring of illegal activity, to buy land to extend the elephants' range
and to improve fencing around the national parks. Botswana, Namibia, South Africa, and Zimbabwe proposed the
temporary resumption, but Kenya and India were opposed, arguing that poaching would be encouraged, threatening
elephant populations, and hurting safari tourism. Until last year CITES had mainly been concerned with the export
and exploitation of rare plants and animals, but in Santiago attention turned to commercial species, such as timber
and fishes, which are more traditionally regulated by the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO).
Ethics of human pesticide studies. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency sets permissible levels of human
exposure to pesticides at 10-fold or more lower than the dosage that produces toxicity in animals, levels that might
even get lower with new regulations protecting children. To get more data on human toxicity levels, and to avoid
such stringent standards, a number of companies have been dosing volunteers (mostly in the U.K.) with
experimental levels of pesticides, and paying them $ 600 or more to participate in such tests. The National Academy
of Sciences has a panel questioning whether such experiments are ethical, and the EPA is undecided whether they
can or ought to use such data. Much of the ethics debate hinges on whether the industry motives are perceived to
be expressly for the benefit of the company or conducted with larger benefits to society as a goal. See Kaiser,

Jocelyn, "Academy Panel Mulls Ethics of Human Pesticide Experiments," Science 299(17 January 2003):327-328.
Bear hunts in Slovenia. Slovenia had protected large carnivores since 1993, but then opened a bear hunt last
October. More than one hundred bears have been killed, thought to be one third of the adult bear population in the
nation. Slovenia will soon enter the European Union and then will have to follow EU rules, and argues that this is
"bear culling" prior to joining the EU. Bear populations in Croatia, Austria, and Italy are expected also to be
adversely affected.
The Earth Charter and the Johannesburg Summit Report. The Earth Charter Initiative received significant new
support from government leaders as well as many nongovernmental organizations. The Summit released a Political
Declaration, which included the statement: "From this [African] Continent, the Cradle of Humanity, we declare,
though the Plan of Implementation and this Declaration, our responsibility to one another, to the greater community
of life and to our children" (Paragraph 6). Although there are in various other United Nations declarations and
treaties references to nature, the earth, and ecosystems, this is the first reference to "the community of life" in a UN
international law document. The Earth Charter Secretariat is now reviewing the goal of seeking recognition of the
Earth Charter by the United Nations General Assembly in 2003 or 2004.
This report is available at
www.earthcharter.org. Or contact Steven C. Rockefeller, scr@scrvt.org.
400,000 protesting for fox hunting!? The biggest peaceful street protest in British history took place September 22
in London, with an estimated 400,000 protestors on behalf of numerous rural concerns, with fox hunting an icon of
these concerns. The Liberty and Livelihood March was organized by the Countryside Alliance, hunting horns blaring,
but many conceded they were more concerned about making a living from the land regardless of the fate of the
foxes. See Valerie Elliott, "400,000 March in London," The Times, September 23, 2002, p. 1, pp. 4-5.
Bellesiles misfired and fired. Michael A. Bellesiles published Arming America: The Origins of a National Gun
Culture (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 2000) (ISEE Newsletter v. 12,#2) claiming that gun ownership in early America
was not as widespread as believed and largely a myth cultivated by the gun industry. The book won the Bancroft
Prize and was praised in The New York Review of Books and The New York Times Book Review. But prominent
historians have been challenging Bellesiles' scholarship since, for example in a forum in The William and Mary
Quarterly in February 2002. Emory University, where he teaches, convened an independent investigative report,
which found it difficult to verify his archival records either "because the source does not exist, because the citation is
inaccurate, or because the citation, though correct, refers to a source that has been misplaced." One commentator
said that among scholars of early American history, Bellesiles' book was widely considered to be "marred by
unusually careless and disorganized scholarship." Under pressure, Bellesiles has resigned from Emory University,
though he says the charges are unfair and that he will correct errors in a second edition. See Olsen, Florence,
"Bellesiles Resigns from Emory after University Report Questions his Research for Book on Guns," Chronicle of
Higher Education, Daily News (daily on line edition), October 28, 2002 (http://chronicle.com).
Thanks to Holmes Rolston, III and Jan Wawrzyniak for this issue’s issues.
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